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ABSTRACT
Integrating CPUs and GPUs on the same die provides new

opportunities for optimization, especially for irregular data-

parallel workloads that fail to fully exploit the computational

power of the GPU. Such workloads benefit from a proper par-

titioning between the CPU and the GPU. This paper presents

an on-the-fly workload partitioning technique for irregular

workloads on integrated architectures. Unlike existing work,

no prior analysis of the workload is required. GPU kernels

and input data are analyzed and optimized at runtime. The

technique executes work chunks of similar load on the GPU

and assigns irregular chunks to the CPU. Evaluated with var-

ious irregular workloads, the method achieves a 1.4x–7.1x
speedup over GPU execution on AMD and Intel processors.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization→ Heterogeneous (hy-
brid) systems; • Computing methodologies → Parallel
computing methodologies;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Integrating CPUs and GPUs on the same die is common in

modern processor architectures. AMD’s accelerated process-

ing units (APU) [2] and Intel’s Skylake processor and its

successors [6] integrate multi-core CPUs and GPUs into a

single chip. Thanks to the shared off-chip memory, such inte-

grated architectures promise easy collaboration between the

CPU and the GPU because the costly data copy operations

from main memory to the GPU’s internal memory can be

avoided [7, 26].

A common strategy for CPU-GPU collaboration is to par-

tition the work of data-parallel workloads. Programming

models such as OpenCL [12] and CUDA [22] abstract data-

parallel workloads with small work units, termedwork-items

in OpenCL. Work-items are grouped into work-groups that

constitute the smallest unit of workload distribution. On in-

tegrated architectures, work-groups can be assigned to CPU

cores and the GPU’s compute units to increase application

performance without requiring data copying [11].

The single instruction, multiple thread (SIMT) [17] execu-

tion model of today’s GPUs does not cope well with irregular

applications. Under SIMT, the work-items of a work-group

are executed in lock-step, and execution a work-group ends

when the longest-running work-item terminates. For work-

items with an irregular computational load, this severely

affects the througput of the GPU. Many important work-

loads that consist of nested loop structures, such as sparse

matrix-vector multiplication and graph algorithms, are ex-

amples of such GPU-unfriendly applications.

In this context, a promising approach to avoid underuti-

lization of the GPU for irregular workloads is to reshape

the workload by grouping work-items with a similar com-

putational load into work-groups. Figure 1 illustrates how

an irregular workload can be reshaped. The four darkblue

work-items with a larger computational load are grouped

into one work-group such that all work-groups consist of

work-items with a similar computational load. This tech-

nique is particularly well suited for integrated CPU/GPU

architectures since work-items can be executed on the CPU

or the GPU without requiring any movement of data.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3243176.3243210
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Figure 1: Reshaping an irregular workload.

Several studies have shown the effectiveness of reshaping

work-items for execution on the CPU and the GPU [25, 27].

Shen et al. [25] partition an irregular workload for the CPU

and the GPU based on a prior analysis of the workload. The

CPU assists the GPU by executing work-groups with an ir-

regular computational load. The required prior offline anayl-

sis, however, limits the practicality of the approach because

of the dynamic nature of the input data. Zhang et al. [27]

perform workload reshaping during the initialization of an

application’s input data based on a machine-learned perfor-

mance model. This approach is not ideal because the perfor-

mance model needs to be trained offline for each system and

each application with several input data sets. Moreover, the

method can only reshape workloads during initialization but

is unable to handle dynamic workloads that are generated

during an application’s lifetime. These limitations call for an

automatic approach that can handle dynamic workloads at

runtime for various hardware platforms while not depending

on a prior analysis or training of a model.

To this end, this paper presents an on-the-fly workload

partitioning technique for irregular data-parallel workloads

on integrated architectures. The technique neither requires

an offline analysis nor training with workloads or input

data. For an OpenCL kernel, a source-to-source compiler

dynamically creates profiling code that allows the runtime

system to collect information about the computational load

of the work-items immediately before the kernel is launched.

Based on this profile information, the workload is reshaped

such that all work-items with a high loop iteration count

above a dynamically determined threshold are executed on

the CPU cores while the GPU only executes only work-items

below that threshold and with a similar computational load.

To hide the overhead of work-item profiling and reshaping, a

single workload is divided into several jobs that are launched

dynamically. While one job is being executed, work-item

reshaping is performed for the next job.

We have implemented the presented technique into an

OpenCL framework and evaluate it on integrated architec-

tures. Code generation and workload partitioning are per-

formed automatically and transparently for annotated ir-

regular loops by intercepting calls to the OpenCL API. An

evaluation of irregular workloads from sparse matrix-vector

multiplication, page rank, graph coloring, and a BFS algo-

rithm on an AMD A10-7850K APU (Kaveri) [1] and an Intel

Skylake i5-6600 processor [10] shows that, for various input

data, the on-the-fly workload partitioning achieves a 1.4x–
7.1x speedup over execution on the GPU without workload

partitioning. The performance gap compared to an oracle

partitioning lies within 10% for the sparse matrix-vector

multiplication and page rank workloads.

To summarize, the contributions of this work are

• an approach to workload partitioning based on work-

load reshaping that leverages code generation and run-

time interaction (Section 3).

• an on-the-fly workload partitioning technique that de-

tects workload irregularities at runtime and reshapes

the workload with a very low overhead (Section 4).

• an OpenCL framework that automatically performs

the presented workload partitioning for OpenCL GPU

applications (Section 5).

• an evaluation of the on-the-fly workload partition-

ing technique for various irregular workloads on two

CPU/GPU integrated processors (Section 6).

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we explain how workload partitioning is

implemented on integrated architectures and discuss opti-

mization issues of irregular workloads.

2.1 Workload Partitioning
A runtime system partitions a data-parallel workload for

multiple devices to increase performance. It calculates the

partitioning information (i.e. work-group spaces for differ-

ent devices) and copies the data buffers to each device. On

integrated CPU/GPU architectures, workload partitioning

is much simpler compared to systems with separate memo-

ries because the CPU and the GPU share the same off-chip

memory resources.

Figure 2 shows how to partition an OpenCL workload

for CPU and GPU execution on (a) a discrete memory sys-

tem and (b) a unified memory system found in integrated

architectures. For discrete memory systems, a data buffer

object is created and clEnqueueWriteBuffer() is called

to link this buffer with data buffers on the CPU and the

GPU (lines 1–3). The actual data copy to GPU memory

occurs in line 3. Once the copy operation has completed,

the kernel is launched using clEnqueueNDRangeKernel()
on both devices. The information about the partitioning is

given by cpu/gpu_work_offset and cpu/gpu_work_size
(lines 6–7). At the end, a barrier has to be inserted to make

sure both devices have finished execution of the kernel (line 8).

The output data from the different devices need to be merged

accordingly during the synchronization step to obtain the

correct result. On a unified memory architecture, on the

other hand, workload partitioning is much simpler. By set-

ting the CL_MEM_USE_HOST_PTR flag for the data buffer in
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void workload_partitioning(float* A, size_t size_A)
{
#if defined(DISCRETE_MEMORY) // (a) discrete memory system

1:  cl_mem buf = clCreateBuffer(context, CL_MEM_READ_ONLY,
                                size_A, NULL, NULL);
2:  clEnqueueWriteBuffer(cpu_queue, buf, CL_TRUE, 0,
                         size_A, A, cpu_offset, NULL, NULL);
3:  clEnqueueWriteBuffer(gpu_queue, buf, CL_TRUE, 0,
                         size_A, A, gpu_offset, NULL, NULL);

#elif defined(UNIFIED_MEMORY) // (b) unified memory system

4:  cl_mem buf = clCreateBuffer(context,
                                CL_MEM_READ|CL_MEM_USE_HOST_PTR,
                                size_A, A, NULL);
#endif

5:  clSetKernelArg(kernel, 0, sizeof(cl_mem), (void*)&buf);
6:  clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cpu_queue, kernel, work_dim,
                           cpu_work_offset, cpu_work_size,
                           local_work_size, 0, NULL, NULL);
7:  clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(gpu_queue, kernel, work_dim,
                           gpu_work_offset, gpu_work_size,
                           local_work_size, 0, NULL, NULL);
8:  synchronization();
}

Figure 2: Programming workload partitioning.

line 4, the OpenCL runtime is instructed that both CPU and

GPU access the same data. Each work-item can be executed

on the CPU or the GPU immediately without requiring any

data copying. Also, no merging of output data is necessary

during synchronization (line 8) on integrated architectures.

This work targets integrated architectures with a uni-

fied memory system. The evaluation is performed on two

concrete platforms, an AMD A10-7850K APU (codename

Kaveri) [1] and an Intel Skylake i5-6600 processor [10]. Both

architectures support the workload partitioning method for

unified memories as shown in Figure 2. This paper assumes

applications are written in OpenCL. Today’s OpenCL and

CUDA programming models commonly support almost the

same functionalities [14]; the presented techniques, in princi-

ple, can also be applied to CUDA runtimes and applications.

2.2 Irregular Workloads
For irregular workloads such as sparse matrix-vector multi-

plication (SpMV) and graph algorithms (e.g. PageRank), the

individual work-items exhibit a different computational load.

In the case of SpMV, each work-item processes the column

elements of one row. The workload imbalance is caused by

a varying number of non-zero elements per row. For graph

algorithms, one work-item typically processes one vertex.

Vertices with a varying number of edges cause a workload

imbalance. Such applications are implemented with nested

loop structures. The outer loop iterates over the rows of

a matrix or the vertices, and the inner loop processes all

non-zero elements of the row or edges of the vertex. The

iterations of the outer loop are mapped to work-items which

then contain loops with a varying number of iterations in

dependence of the input data.

1

void kernel (__global int *input)
{
  int id = get_global_id(0);
  for (int i = input[id]; i < input[id+1]; i++) {
    /* computation */
  }
}
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Figure 3: The effectiveness of work-item reshaping.

Figure 3 shows how such workloads are executed on GPUs

and what the potential benefits from reshaping the work-

load are. Each work-item accesses its data using its identifier

obtained by callingget_global_id(). The computation oc-

curs in a loop inside the kernel. By default, work-items are

linearly grouped into work-groups. The number of work-

items per work-group is configurable; in the figure, the 16

work-items are split into four work-groups. Work-groups

are allocated to a CPU core or a compute unit (CU) in the

GPU. On a CPU core, the work-items of a work-group are

executed serially [13, 15] or using user-level threads [8]. On

the GPU, one CU, comprising a set of processing elements

(PE), executes one work-group. The PEs operate in SIMT

mode to execute the work-items. Native execution illustrates

how a workload is executed on a GPU with conventional

work-group scheduling based on a round-robin algorithm.

With the GPU’s SIMT execution model, the execution time of

a CU is determined by the execution time of the work-item

that takes the longest to complete. In this case, the CUs in the

GPU suffer from a longer execution time for work-groups 0, 2,

and 3 caused by the darkblue work-items exhibiting a higher

computational load. On the other hand, withWork-item re-
shaping, we collectively group the four longer work-items

shown in darkblue and allocate them to a CPU core. If the

CPU is fast enough, we can salvage the underutilization of

the GPU cores and reduce the execution time of the irregular

workload.

This suggests that fine-grained workload partitioning is

beneficial for irregular workloads. To reshape work-items,

the number of iterations in the loop of a work-item can be

used as an indicator of its computational load. Many im-

plementations for sparse matrix computations and graph

algorithms (e.g. BFS, GraphColoring, TriangleCount, etc.)

contain kernels consisting of a one-dimensional irregular

loop that can benefit from this approach [20].
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3 METHODOLOGY
This section discusses the design of the proposed technique

and analyzes competing state-of-the-art approaches.

3.1 Workload Partitioning
Our approach to workload partitioning is based on a source-

to-source transformation of OpenCL kernels and a runtime

system that leverages this code generation. Figure 4 shows

an OpenCL kernel implementation [9] of Brin and Page’s

PageRank algorithm [3]. The graph is stored using the com-

pressed sparse row (CSR) format [24]. A work-item comput-

ing the new rank of a vertex contains one loop (lines 4 − 5)

by accumulating the rank values of the connected vertices.

The number of loop iterations (i.e., the number of connected

vertices) is stored in an input data buffer named rowstr. To
benefit from the proposed workload partitioning, irregular

OpenCL kernels are annotated with the “irregular” pragma

directive (line 3) that appertains to the for statement follow-

ing in line 4. This annotation informs our source-to-source

transformation engine and the runtime system that the work-

items of the corresponding loop exhibit an irregular number

of iterations. At the moment, the annotation has to be in-

serted by the programmer; automatic detection of irregular

loops is part of future work. Once this annotation is given,

the techniques presented in the paper are fully automatic.

The workload partitioning consists of the three steps Pro-
filing, Reshaping, and Partitioning. In the first step, Profiling
collects the number of loop iterations for each work-item.

The profiling code, generated automatically by the source-

to-source compiler, of the OpenCL PageRank algorithm is

shown in Figure 5. The workload distribution of the indi-

vidual work-items depends on the input data. Many iter-

ative algorithms use the output of iteration i as the input
to iteration i + 1, hence this profiling code of complexity

O(N ) is executed at runtime and for each kernel launch. The

Reshaping step determines the execution device (CPU or

GPU) for each work-item. To avoid a costly rearrangement

of the input data, an indirection in form of remap buffer of
size sizeo f (int) × #work_items is added by the source-to-

source compiler that reassigns the IDs of the work-items.

This remap buffer enables us to control what work-items

are executed on which device; querying the buffer increases

the runtime of the kernel only minimally (Figure 6, line 2).

The last step, Partitioning, divides the workload for the CPU

and the GPU and launches the kernel. The partitioning is

executed in the OpenCL runtime by intercepting calls to

the clEnqueueNDRangeKernel() function which contains

all information about the work-item space and the work-

group size of a kernel. As discussed in Section 2.1, workload

partitioning can be implemented efficiently in integrated

architectures.

__kernel void PageRank(__global int* rowstr,
                       __global float* ranks,
                       __global int* indices,
                       __global float* newRanks)
{
1:  int id = get_global_id(0);
2:  float newRank = 0.0;
3:  #pragma irregular
4:  for (int k = rowstr[id]; k < rowstr[id+1]; k++)
5:      newRank += ranks[indices[k]];
6:  newRank = (1.0 – DAM) / numPages + DAM * newRank;
7:  newRanks[id] = newRank / numPages;
}

Figure 4: Kernel code of PageRank using CSR.

__kernel void PageRank_Profiling(__global int* rowstr,
                                 __global float* ranks,
                                 __global int* indices,
                                 __global float* newRanks,
                                 __global int* loop_size)
{
1:  int id = get_global_id(0);
2:  float newRank = 0.0;
3:  loop_size[id] = rowstr[id+1] – rowstr[id];
4:  for (int k = rowstr[id]; k < rowstr[id+1]; k++)
5:      newRank += ranks[indices[k]];
6:  newRank = (1.0 – DAM) / numPages + DAM * newRank;
7:  newRanks[id] = newRank / numPages;
}

Figure 5: Generated code for workload profiling.

__kernel void PageRank_Reshaping(__global int* rowstr,
                                 __global float* ranks,
                                 __global int* indices,
                                 __global float* newRanks,
                                 __global int* remap)
{
1:  int id = get_global_id(0);
2:  id = remap[id];
3:  float newRank = 0.0;
4:  for (int k = rowstr[id]; k < rowstr[id+1]; k++)
5:      newRank += ranks[indices[k]];
6:  newRank = (1.0 – DAM) / numPages + DAM * newRank;
7:  newRanks[id] = newRank / numPages;
}

Figure 6: Generated code for workload reshaping.

3.2 Workload Reshaping
Once a workload has been profiled it has to be reshaped for

execution on the CPU and GPU devices. We first look at

state-of-the art, then discuss the performance and overhead

of the different techniques.

3.2.1 State-of-the-art. We consider two existing methods

performing workload reshaping for execution on CPUs and

GPUs for comparison. Shen et al. [25] target systems com-

prising CPU and GPU devices with discrete memory. The

input data of work-items is sorted in order of their computa-

tional demand. Work-items with higher computational load

are assigned to the CPU. The division of the work-item space

(i.e., the ratio of work-items assigned to the CPU and the

GPU) is based on a performance model that considers the

performance and the data copy overhead of the CPU and the

GPU. In contrast, our target platforms are integrated archi-

tectures that do not require costly sorting and data copying

operations.
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Algorithm 1 Sort based partitioning.

1: function Sort-H(#_items , loop_size , partition)
2: array = sort_ascendinд(loop_size)
3: array_дpu = array[0 : partition − 1]
4: array_cpu = array[partition : #_items]
5: return {array_дpu, array_cpu}

Algorithm 2 Threshold based shifting.

1: function Shift-H(#_items , loop_size , threshold)
2: for id = 0→ #_items do
3: if loop_size[id] ≤ threshold then
4: array_дpu.append(id)
5: else
6: array_cpu.append(id)

7: return {array_дpu, array_cpu}

FinePar [27], on the other hand, performs work-item re-

shaping using a threshold value for integrated CPU/GPU

architectures. If the computational load of a work-item is

higher than the threshold value, the work-item is assigned to

the CPU and vice-versa. For a given input data set, FinePar

determines the threshold for reshaping based on a perfor-

mance model and reshapes the workload while reading the

input data from disk. The linear regression model uses a care-

fully tuned number of features such as the average elements

per row and their variation and distribution. A disadvantage

of this method is that the model has to be trained offline

for each application and each target platform with differ-

ent input data sets to capture the performance behavior of

irregular workloads.

3.2.2 Performance Analysis. Unlike the previous proposals,
we focus on a dynamic approach that does not require any

offline efforts from users and can be directly applied to differ-

ent platforms. Furthermore, we perform workload reshaping

at every kernel launch to be able to cope with input data

generated at runtime. The overhead of profiling and reshap-

ing, therefore, must be low. To compare the benefits and the

overhead of state-of-the-art reshaping methods, we evaluate

the following four reshaping strategies.

• Sort-H sorts all work-items according to the number

of loop iterations and assigns work-items with high

computational load to the CPU (Algorithm 1) [25].

• Sort-L sorts work-items as Sort-H but assigns work-
items with lower computational load to the CPU.

• Shift-H assignswork-itemswith a loop iteration count

above a given threshold to the CPU [27]. The work-

items are not sorted. Algorithm 2 details this approach.

• Shift-L is similar to Shift-H but assigns work-items

of with a load below a given threshold to the CPU.

Oracle partitioning (percentage of work-items assigned to the CPU)

Method Fullchip Scale20 In2004 Wats. LDBC Knowl.

Sort-L 100% 65% 100% 100% 65% 100%
Sort-H 2% 1% 4% 1% 18% 61%
Shift-L 100% 100% 44% 100% 100% 17%
Shift-H 2% 2% 2% 1% 30% 1%
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Figure 7: PageRank kernel performance for varying
input data with optimal partitioning under differ-
ent reshaping methods. Performance is normalized to

Shift-H; the reshaping overhead is excluded. The four cores
of the CPU are assigned an equal number of work-items.

Figure 7 shows the performance of the four reshaping

methods for the PageRank kernel described in Figure 4 us-

ing six different input data sets. The results only show the

pure execution time, the overhead for the analysis and sort-

ing/shifting is excluded. The experiments are performed on

an AMD Kaveri APU [1]. The performance of workload par-

titioning depends on the ratio of assigned work-items for the

CPU and the GPU and the threshold value. To see the poten-

tial benefit of each method, we plot the optimal performance

under each reshaping strategy with the best partitioning

point found through an exhaustive search. The characteris-

tics of the input data strongly affect the performance of the

workload. Most rows of the fullchip input, for example,

contain only few elements with a few outliers containing a

very large number of elements. As a consequence, fullchip
performs extremely poor on the GPU. On the other hand,

the GPU performs well for regular workloads such as LDBC.
The characteristics of each input data set and a more detailed

performance analysis are given in Section 6.

The experimental results show that, for the most part,

Shift-H achieves the best performance. It also significantly

outperforms single-device execution on the GPU or the CPU,

demonstrating the potential of workload reshaping and ex-

ploiting the different characteristics of the CPU and the GPU.

We observe that both Sort-L and Sort-H perform poorly

in comparison to Shift-L and Shift-H. Sorting the work-

items often results in a significant performance degradation

because the memory accesses of the sorted workloads cannot

exploit data locality anymore. This is more critical for inte-

grated architectures where the CPU and the GPU are limited
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Figure 8: Workload analysis for WatsonGene. The X/Y-
axis represents the work-groups and the work-items, respec-

tively. Work-items with higher iteration counts are repre-

sented with darker color. P indicates the best partitioning

point. Work-groups to the right of P are assigned to the CPU.

by a relatively small memory bandwidth compared to dis-

crete memory systems [28]. Shift-H outperforms Shift-L
but in most cases only assigns a small percentage of the

workload to the CPU (Figure 7). This implies that CPUs are

better suited to execute a small number of work-items with

a large number of loop iterations.

Figure 8 visualizes the WatsonGene workload reshaped

with Sort-H and Shift-H. Following a power-law distri-

bution, the majority of work-items have a very low loop

iteration count (visible by the white and lightgray colors).

The best performance is achieved by Shift-H that assigns
only the top 1% of work-items with the largest number of

loop iterations to the CPU. The variance in the compuational

load of the 99% of work-items assigned to the GPU is low and

the work-groups benefit from the GPU’s SIMT execution.

The overhead of profiling and reshaping a workload is

an important concern for on-the-fly techniques. Figure 9

displays the overhead of workload profiling normalized to

the kernel execution time of the Shift-H technique. The

profiling code is executed with one and four threads on the

CPU (CPU-single and CPU-Parallel) and the GPU (GPU).
All configurations incure a significant overhead, even the

best performing CPU-Parallel. The overhead of reshaping

is shown in Figure 10 for the sorting and shifting methods.

Sorting (using the C++ STL) is not a viable technique to re-

shape a workload at runtime due to the high computational

complexity. While the reshaping overhead of shifting is con-

siderably lower, the total overhead of profiling and reshaping

is significant and a concern for online methods.
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Figure 9: Profiling overhead analysis.
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Figure 10: Reshaping overhead analysis.

3.2.3 Analysis. Based on the performance analysis performed

in Section 3.2, the proposed on-the-fly workload partitioning

technique employs workload reshaping based on shifting us-

ing a threshold value. Shifting provides better performance

than sorting in terms of both the kernel execution time and

the runtime overhead. However, it still remains a challenge to

profile and reshape a workload at runtime. This is addressed

in the following section.

4 ON-THE-FLY WORKLOAD
PARTITIONING

To address the challenges explained above, an on-the-fly

workload partitioning technique is presented herein. The

technique reduces the workload partitioning overhead by

dynamically launching kernels and selects a proper threshold

value for workload division based on runtime feedback.

4.1 Pipelined Job Execution
When a GPU kernel is launched, we divide the total work-

item space into a number of jobs that are independently

profiled, reshaped, and executed. The key advantage of this

approach is that it allows us to hide the overhead of profiling

and reshaping of one job by overlapping it with the execution

of another job. Figure 11 gives an overview of the technique.
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Figure 11: On-the-fly workload partitioning.
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Algorithm 3 Pipelined job execution.

1: procedure PipelineJobs(#total_items)
2: offset ← 0; adjust← 1; job_idx← 0

3: #items ← GetNextJob(job_idx )
4: loop_size ← Profiler(offset, #items)
5: threshold ← GetThreshold(loop_size , adjust)
6: { array_дpu, array_cpu }← Shift-H(offset, #items ,

loop_size , threshold) // Alg. 2
7: offset ← #items
8: repeat
9: GPU_Launch(array_дpu, job_idx ) // run in

10: CPU_Launch(array_cpu, job_idx ) // parallel

11: #items ← GetNextJob( )

12: loop_size ← Profiler(offset, #items)
13: threshold←GetThreshold(loop_size , adjust)
14: { array_дpu, array_cpu }← Shift-H(offset,

#items , loop_size , threshold) // Alg. 2
15: adjust← ExecutionMonitor(job_idx++)
16: offset ← offset + #items
17: until offset ≤ #total_items
18: Wait until all jobs have finished

After profiling a job, its work-items are reshaped based

on a dynamically determined threshold value. Work-items

with a loop iteration count higher than the threshold are

assigned to the CPU, all others to the GPU. To hide the

runtime overhead, the profiling and reshaping code for the

next job runs on the CPU while the current job is being

executed on both CPU and GPU. Thanks to the simplicity of

the profiling and reshaping code, the time taken by profiling

and reshaping is, in general, shorter than the execution time

of a job with the same number of work-items, that is, the

profiling and reshaping overhead can be completely hidden.

Algorithm 3 details how the runtime system profiles, re-

shapes, and executes the jobs of an OpenCL kernel. First, the

initial job is fetched using the function GetNextJob() that
also returns the number of work-items in this job (line 3).

Next, the job is profiled on the CPU cores, and the loop iter-

ation counts of the work-items are saved into the loop_size
array (line 4). After determining the threshold for partition-

ing (see Section 4.2), the work-items are reshaped by as-

signing those with a smaller iteration count than threshold
to the GPU and all others to the CPU (lines 5–6). The ar-

rays array_gpu/cpu hold the work-item redirection IDs as

detailed in Section 3.1. Once the CPU threads and the GPU

kernel have been launched (lines 9–10), the following job

is retrieved to be profiled and reshaped (lines 11–14). Prior

to launching this job, the function ExecutionMonitor() is
called to query the execution speed of the CPU and the GPU

engines. The new value of the adjust variable is determined

based on the their progress. The job_idx variable holds the
index of the current job and is used to track the execution

speed of the GPU and the CPU (line 15).

4.2 Determining Threshold and Job Size
Since the presented framework is not tailored towards a spe-

cific architecture, the relative performance of the CPU cores

with respect to the GPU is unknown. To achieve optimal

performance, the execution times of the work assigned to

the CPU and the GPU should be as similar as possible. In the

absence of any knowledge about the relative performance of

the two devices, the framework uses an adaptive approach

that dynamically adjusts the value of the threshold and thus

the amount of work assigned to the CPU and the GPU.

The threshold value is computed based on the profiled

loop iteration counts and a variable adjust as follows

threshold = adjust ×
avд(loop_size[offset : offset + #items])

Initially, adjust is set to 1 for each kernel execution, that is,

the threshold value of the initial job is set to the average of

all loop iteration counts in the loop_size array. Adjust is up-
dated by ExecutionMonitor() that checks which device has
completed more jobs. This information is obtained through

shared memory (CPU) and clGetEventInfo() on the GPU.

adjust = adjust ×


0.8 CPU completed more jobs

1.0 otherwise

1.5 GPU completed more jobs

A smaller value of adjust results in a lower threshold and

thus more work being assigned to the CPU and vice-versa.

The multipliers 0.8 and 1.5 have been determined empirically.

Each kernel is divided into 20 jobs by default with a min-

imum and maximum bound of 512 × wд_size and 8190 ×

wд_size , respectively, for the number of work-items per job.

Here, wд_size represents the number of work-items in a

work-group. These values have also been determined empir-

ically and found to do not affect overall performance signif-

icantly. The overhead of splitting a single OpenCL kernel

into a number of independent invocations increases the total

runtime by up to 10%. The performance gains obtained by on-

the-fly workload partitioning, however, are larger, resulting

in a net performance improvement (see Section 6).

4.3 Advantages and Limitations
The proposed technique has a number of advantages over

competing approaches. First, the technique is hardware-

agnostic and all required information is determined dynami-

cally at runtime. The method automatically adjusts the work-

load partitioning to the speed of the CPU and the GPU in

order to obtain the best-possible benefit. Second, splitting an

OpenCL kernel into several jobs and execution these jobs in a

pipelined fashion allows us to hide the overhead of profiling

and reshaping; two steps that are required by any workload

partitioning scheme. Existing methods perform these steps

offline [25] or during the data initialization phase [27].
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Figure 12: The software framework.

At the moment, the presented technique suffers from a

number of limitations. The technique assumes that profiling

and reshaping take less time than the computation to com-

pletely hide the overhead of workload partitioning. This is

true for almost all analyzed benchmarks but may not hold for

extremely simple OpenCL kernels. Another weakness is that

inter-work-group communication is not supported. The bulk

synchronous parallel model allows a barrier in work-items to

enable communication between work-items of a work-group,

however, we assume that there is no communication inside

a work-group. Finally, the source-to-source compiler cur-

rently assumes that OpenCL kernels have a one-dimensional

work-item space and contain one irregular loop.

5 IMPLEMENTATION
The structure of the framework’s implementation is shown

in Figure 12. The main components are a source-to-source

compiler that generates the profiling code and the kernel to

operate with the reshaped workload and a runtime library

that manages execution of irregular OpenCL kernels.

5.1 Runtime Library
The runtime library is in charge of workload profiling, re-

shaping, partitioning, and controlling the execution of an

OpenCL kernel. The library is activated when an OpenCL

application executes. Library interpositioning is used to in-

tercept all relevant OpenCL API calls at runtime; as a conse-

quence, the library is compatible with any OpenCL runtime.

Intercepted are calls to create a context (clCreateContext),
a program (clCreateProgram), and all data buffers

(clCreateBuffer). Calls to clSetKernelArg are intercepted
to forward the corresponding OpenCL buffer objects or argu-

ments values to the profiling code and the reshaped kernel.

The actual partitioning is performed when the application

calls clEnqueueNDRangeKernel for an OpenCL kernel an-

notated as irregular as detailed in Sections 3 and 4.

To execute OpenCL work-items on the CPU, a separate

CPU threading framework has been implemented. The thread-

ing framework coalesces a group of reshaped work-items

into one function call to reduce the overhead of processing

each work-item separately [15].

5.2 Compiler Framework
OpenCL kernels are compiled from source by calling an

OpenCLAPI function such as clCreateProgramWithSource.
Our runtime library intercepts this call and invokes the in-

ternal source-to-source compiler. The compiler analyzes the

OpenCL kernel code to generate the profiling code and the

transformed kernel code as shown in Section 3.1. This pre-

pares a kernel for execution with our on-the-fly workload

partitioning scheme.

The compiler engine preprocesses and parses the OpenCL

C/C++ code and then runs a semantic analysis on the result-

ing abstract syntax tree. For an annotated kernel containing

an irregular loop, the code generator generates the profiling

code and an OpenCL kernel that supports reshaped exe-

cution (see Figures 5 and 6). The generated profiling code

is compiled with a standard x86 compiler. The binaries for

GPU/CPU execution of the reshaped OpenCL kernel are gen-

erated by the OpenCL compiler of the OpenCL framework

such as the AMD/Intel OpenCL runtime and an x86 compiler.

6 EVALUATION
6.1 Target Architecture
The presented technique is evaluated on an AMD A10-7850K

APU (Kaveri) architecture [1] and a quad-core Intel Skylake

i5-6600 processor system [10]. The AMD system integrates

a Streamroller-based quad-core CPU and a Graphics Core

Next (GCN)-based GPU. The GCN GPU comprises eight CUs,

and each CU is composed of 64 PEs (512 PEs total). The

Intel system contains an Intel HD Graphics 530 GPU which

comprises 24 CUs each consisting of 32 PEs (768 PEs total).

6.2 Target Workloads
A total of four OpenCL applications are evaluated with six

different input data sets for a total of 24 data points for

each method and architecture. The applications include the

PageRank and SpMV OpenCL workloads (CSR input data for-

mat [24]) and two graph applications, GraphColoring and
BFS from the GraphBIG [20] benchmark suite that were

ported from CUDA to OpenCL. The GraphBIG suite pro-

vides topology-driven and data-driven implementations [21];

we evaluate the topology-driven implementation because

data-driven implementation rely on atomic operations [7]

between the CPU and the GPU that are not supported on

the Intel platform. The work-group size is set to 64 work-

items for all applications as recommended by the clinfo
command from the AMD/Intel OpenCL runtimes.

For the input data sets, we use two real-world graph data

sets, WatsonGene and KnowledgeRepo, and one synthetic

data set, LDBC from the GraphBIG [20] benchmark suite.

We further include two sparse matrices used in previous

studies [18, 27], fullchip and in-2004 from the University
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Table 1: Input data.

Input data VCNT ECNT AVG MAX α

Fullchip 6.0M 29.6M 5.0 2312.5K 2.6

Scale20 1.7M 32.4M 19.2 66.5K 1.7

In-2004 2.4M 18.3M 7.7 21.9K 1.9

WatsonGene 2.0M 12.2M 6.0 172.6K 2.6

LDBC 1.0M 28.8M 28.8 0.1K 86.0

KnowledgeRepo 0.14M 1.4M 10.1 9.0K 2.6

of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection [5], and scale20 from
Graph500 [19]. Table 1 lists several properties of the data sets:

the number of vertices (VCNT), the number of edges (ECNT),

the average edge count per vertex (i.e., the average of the

inner loop iterations) (AVG), and the maximum edge count

(MAX). AVG represents the average number of computation

steps over all work-items, and MAX is an indicator for the

irregularity of a workload. The table also contains the power-

law parameter α , obtained using plfit [4], showing that the
computational load of most input data follow a power-law

distribution. The only exception is the synthetic input, LDBC,
that exhibits a more regular workload pattern (AVG and MAX
values have a smaller difference while α is higher) than the

other input data sets.

6.3 Comparisons
For comparison, we use the following configurations.

• GPU executes the original workload on the GPU. No

data copying to the GPU is necessary.

• CPU executes the original workload with as many

threads as there are CPU cores using our threading

framework (Section 5.1). Each thread is assigned the

same number of work-items.

• WGP (WorkGroup Partitioning) assigns work-groups to

the CPU and the GPU (no workload reshaping). The

best results of all CPU:GPU workload partitionings

from 95:5, 90:10, 85:15, . . . , 5:95 percent is shown.

• Oracle represents the oracle kernel performance that

is obtained with the Shift-Hmethod (Section 3.2). The

best threshold value is found offline using exhaustive

search. We test 99 configurations by assigning 1%, 2%,

3%, . . . , 99% of the work-items with the highest load

to the CPU. On the CPU, we use as many threads as

there are CPU cores and equally distribute the work.

• OnTheFly: Our on-the-fly workload partitioning tech-

nique, including all overhead.

Regarding the performance of Oracle, even though the best

threshold value is given, profiling and reshaping must hap-

pen at runtime. The results for Oracle show the pure runtime

(red bar) plus the overhead of profiling (white) and reshaping

Oracle partitioning percentage of work-items assigned to the CPU
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Figure 13: PageRank kernel performance.

(grey). The state-of-the-art method, FinePar [27], uses a ma-

chine learning technique to determine the threshold value.

If we assume that the model has been trained and works

perfectly, the performance of FinePar is identical to that of

Oracle. All experiments are executed three times and the

average value is reported.

6.4 Experimental Results
6.4.1 PageRank. In PageRank, a work-item contains an ir-

regular loop that accumulates the rank values of the con-

nected vertices to compute a new rank value.

1: for (k = rowstr[id]; k < rowstr[id+1]; k++)
2: newRank += ranks[indices[k]]

Figure 13 shows the execution time of the PageRankwork-
load for the different workload partitioning schemes. The

execution time is normalized to the CPU configuration. The re-
sults show that threshold-based workload reshaping, Oracle
and our OnTheFly technique, can achieve a dramatic speedup

compared to the original GPU execution and also outperform

the CPU. For the geometric mean of the six input data sets,

our OnTheFly technique achieves a 6.4x and 5.1x speedup on
the AMD and the Intel system, respectively. Looking at the

normalized performance, OnTheFly achieves a reduction of

the execution time of 14.3% and 32.5% compared to the CPU

on the AMD and the Intel system, respectively. While these

workloads run faster on the CPU than the GPU, big-data

workloads are typically executed on the GPU because it is of-

ten not known a priori whether an input is GPU-unfriendly.
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Figure 14: SpMV kernel performance.

The results show that the presented approach achieves a con-

siderable speedup over the baseline, the GPU configuration,
and can exploit the different characteristics of the CPU and

the GPU. On the other hand, the conventional work-group

partitioning approach, WGP, does not achieve consistent per-
formance improvements by partitioning. OnTheFly achieves

similar performance as Oraclewhen including the overhead

of the (required) profiling and reshaping phases. Unlike a

single kernel launch with Oracle, the runtime overhead can

be hidden by our on-the-fly workload partitioning technique

thanks to pipelined job execution.

We observe that performance is highly input-dependent.

For example, the performance of GPU is very low for fullchip
and in-2004 because these sparse matrices have a small aver-

age number of elements per row with a few rows containing

a large number of elements (Table 1). As displayed in the

table of Figure 13, the percentage values of the work-items as-

signed to the CPU show that assigning only a small number

of work-items with a high loop iteration count to the CPU is

beneficial for these workloads. GPU, on the other hand, shows
better performance for LDBC and KnowledgeRepo. The LDBC
data is relatively regular, and the work-items exhibit a simi-

lar computational load. On the Intel processor, GPU achieves

the best performance for LDBC among all configurations. The

execution querying the remap buffer (Figure 6) and the run-

time overhead in our runtime library is responsible for this

performance degradation.

Oracle partitioning percentage of work-items assigned to the CPU

Platform Fullchip Scale20 In2004 Wats. LDBC Knowl.
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Figure 15: GraphColoring kernel performance.

6.4.2 SpMV. SpMV is another important workload used in

many numerical applications. The implementation of SpMV
with the CSR format is similar to that of PageRank, however,
the irregular loop contains an additional memory access and

multiplies the values of the sparse matrix as follows.

1: for (k = rowstr[id]; k < rowstr[id+1]; k++)
2: sum += a[k] * p[colidx[k]];

where a[] contains the values of the sparse matrix, and p[]
represents the dense vector.

Figure 14 shows that workload reshaping also achieves a

large speedup for SpMV. Using the geometric mean, a speedup

of 7.1x and 4.8x is achieved by OnTheFly on the AMD and the

Intel machine, respectively. Compared to Oracle, OnTheFly
reports a performance gap of about 10% on the AMD system

and achieves higher performance on the Skylake system.

Similar to PageRank, SpMV runs poorly for the GPU-only

configuration. In addition, we observe that the benefits from

workload reshaping are smaller compared to PageRank.
OnTheFly achieves a reduction of 5.5% and 13.0% in execu-

tion time compared to CPU. The irregular loop of SpMV access-
ing three independent data buffers generates a lot of memory

operations. We suspect that executing a memory-heavy ker-

nel on both the CPU and the GPU triggers congestion in the

memory system that slows down that latency-sensitive CPU.

6.4.3 GraphColoring. In the GraphColoring algorithm, each

vertex has a random initial value, and one kernel is executed

repeatedly. In each iteration, each vertex accesses all con-

nected vertices. If the value of the connected vertex is larger
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than its own, the current iteration is marked (i.e., colored).

The kernel is repeated until there is no newly colored vertex.

1: for (k = vlist[id]; k < vlist[id+1]; k++) {
2: dest = elist[id]; dest_rand = randlist[id];
3: if (vplist[dest] < color) continue;
4: if ((dest_rand > my_rand) ||
5: (dest_rand == my_rand && dest < id))
6: { found_larger = 1; break; }
7: }

Figure 15 shows the performance of this kernel for varying

input data. Our on-the-fly workload partitioning technique

achieves a 2.9x and 1.4x speedup for the AMD and the Intel

system, respectively. We observe that the speedup obtained

from workload reshaping is smaller than that for PageRank
or SpMV. The main reason is that the irregular loop has a

relatively small computational load to benefit from work-

load partitioning. For the same reason, Oracle suffers from a

large profiling and reshaping overhead because the kernel ex-

ecution time is not long enough. Moreover, the irregular loop

has several conditional branches in the loop. Our approach

considers the number of iterations of a loop but currently

does not recognize the irregularity of this workload caused

by the conditional branches; we plan to consider conditional

branches in future work. Nevertheless, the presented on-

the-fly workload partitioning is still a viable optimization

method as OnTheFly reports a remarkable speedup over the

native execution GPU and provides performance improve-

ment compared to CPU.

6.4.4 BFS. The BFS application executes a GPU kernel that

marks the connected vertices in iterations until there is no

additionally marked vertex. The irregular loop in the kernel

is given as follows.

1: for (k = vlist[id]; k < vlist[id+1]; k++) {
2: dest = elist[id];
3: if (vplist[dest] == INITIAL)
4: { vplist[dest]=curr+1; *changed=1; }
5: }

Despite the conditional branch, the speedup of Oracle and
OnTheFly is significant. OnTheFly reports a 5.0x and 3.7x
speedup on the AMD and the Intel system, respectively. The

irregular loop contains a smaller number of operations than

other evaluated algorithms; it is thus hard to achieve peak

performance through workload partitioning performed at

runtime. The results in Figure 16 show that both Oracle and
OnTheFly suffer from a small performance degradation com-

pared to CPU. The huge performance degradation compared

to CPU for KnowledgeRepo is because of the small number

of work-items and loop iterations (Table 1) for this input,

and the execution time on the CPU is too short to optimize

dynamically.

Oracle partitioning percentage of work-items assigned to the CPU
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Figure 16: BFS kernel performance.

7 RELATEDWORK
Workload distribution between CPUs and GPUs has recently

attracted a considerable amount of research. For multiple

CPU and GPU devices with dedicated memory, Lee et al. [16]

perform static workload partitioning based on a performance

model. Pandit et al. [23], on the other hand, distribute the

workload dynamically. For integrated architectures, Kaleem

et al. [11] propose dynamic technique that considers the

heterogeneity of the different cores. While these techniques

perform coarse-grained workload partitioning at the level

of a work-group, in this work, we focus on reshaping work-

items that vary in the computational load to achieve an

efficient execution on integrated architectures.

There are two works that tackle fine-grained workload

distribution to CPUs and GPUs. Shen et al. [25] present an

optimization method for irregular applications that sorts

all work-items by their computational load to avoid under-

utilization of the GPU. Workloads are partitioned based on a

performance model. The approach is of limited practical use

as the work-items have to be reshaped before the application

is started. Similar to our work, FinePar [27] performs work-

item reshaping at runtime on integrated architectures. The

reshaping scheme relies on extensive offline training that

needs to be conducted for each application and a set of input

data. In addition, workload reshaping is performed for a

kernel when initializing the input data, which renders the

approach impractical for iterative algorithms. In contrast,

the proposed on-the-fly workload partitioning technique is

hardware agnostic and gathers all required information at

runtime without relying on any offline information.
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8 CONCLUSIONS
New processor architectures that integrate CPUs as well as

GPUs with shared memory provide interesting opportunities

for optimization. This optimization of irregular workloads,

however, is challenging for the runtime system because the

workload pattern is highly dependent on the actual input

data. We presented an optimization technique for improv-

ing the performance of irregular workloads for such inte-

grated architectures. The on-the-fly workload partitioning

technique properly partitions work-itemswith irregular com-

putation demands into appropriate units for execution on

the CPU and the GPU. Workload partitioning and reshaping

leverages automatically generated profiling code and seam-

lessly adapts to different hardware architectures. An eval-

uation with various irregular workloads and GPU kernels

shows that, on average, the on-the-fly workload partitioning

provides significant speedups from 2.9x to 7.1x on an AMD

APU and 1.4x to 5.1x on an Intel i5-6600 processor system.

The presented framework and the benchmarks used this

study can be accessed at https://csap.snu.ac.kr/software/.

A ARTIFACT APPENDIX
A.1 Abstract
An artifact is provided to show the effectiveness and the

benefits of our on-the-fly workload partitioning technique.

The artifact consists of three components.

• Source-to-source compiler: a source-to-source trans-
lator that performs the code generation explained in

Section 3.1 for the on-the-fly workload partitioning.

• The OpenCL library: a dynamically loadable library

that performs the on-the-fly workload partitioning ex-

plained in Section 4 by levearging the code generation.

• Benchmark suite: it includes the benchmark applica-

tions and some scripts that reproduce the experimental

results in Section 6.

A.2 Artifact check-list (meta-information)
• Program: our software framework is based on C++.

• Compilation: gcc/g++, makefile

• Run-time environment: Linux with OpenCL

• Hardware: any integrated CPU/GPU architectures

that support unified memory in OpenCL.

• Output: execution times in CSV and plots in EPS files.

• Experiments: reproduce the experiments in Section 6.

• Workflow frameworks used?: no

• Publicly available?: yes, but some parts of the frame-

work are provided as binaries.

A.3 Description
A.3.1 How delivered. The artifact is delivered as a download-
able software package at https://csap.snu.ac.kr/software/. We

also provide access to our hardware platforms (Section 6.1)

used for the evaluation in the paper. To get access to the

target platforms, please email bernhard@csap.snu.ac.kr.

A.3.2 Hardware dependencies. The artifact assumes inte-

grated CPU/GPU architectures where the CPU and the GPU

share the same off-chip DRAM.

A.3.3 Software dependencies. Our OpenCL library assumes

a Linux system where a fully-functional OpenCL (version 1.2

or above) framework is installed and support unifiedmemory

for OpenCL programming, as explained in Section 2.1.

A.3.4 Data sets. Users download the data sets in Table 1

from our webserver through a script in the artifact.

A.4 Installation
After downloading the artifact, install our OpenCL library

and the benchmark applications using the build scripts in

the artifact. The detailed installation steps are provided in

the README.md file in the artifact.

A.5 Experiment workflow
The steps to reproduce the results in Section 6 are provided

in the README.md file.

A.6 Evaluation and expected result
The experiments from Section A.5 cover all experimental

scenarios in Section 6.

A.7 Experiment customization
Experiment customization (e.g. using different data sets and

different OpenCL applications) is possible. The README.md

file contains information to use our OpenCL framework for

arbitrary OpenCL applications.
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